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We investigate emergence of halos and Efimov states in nuclei by use of a newly designed model
which combines self-consistent mean-field and three-body descriptions. Recent interest in neutron
heavy calcium isotopes makes 72Ca (70Ca+n+n) an ideal realistic candidate on the neutron dripline,
and we use it as a representative example that illustrates our broadly applicable conclusions. By
smooth variation of the interactions we simulate the crossover from well-bound systems to structures
beyond the threshold of binding, and find that halo-configurations emerge from the mean-field
structure for three-body binding energy less than∼ 100 keV. Strong evidence is provided that Efimov
states cannot exist in nuclei. The structure that bears the most resemblance to an Efimov state
is a giant halo extending beyond the neutron-core scattering length. We show that the observable
large-distance decay properties of the wave function can differ substantially from the bulk part at
short distances, and that this evolution can be traced with our combination of few- and many-body
formalisms. This connection is vital for interpretation of measurements such as those where an
initial state is populated in a reaction or by a beta-decay.
PACS numbers: 21.45.-v,21.60.Jz,21.60.Gx
Introduction. Constituent particles of N -body nu-
clear structures are usually approximated as point-like
nucleons where the intrinsic degrees of freedom are
frozen. The simplest structure beyond the deuteron is
the uncorrelated average structure from the mean-field
assumption of antisymmetrized product wave functions
[1–5]. Often correlations are decisive and require special
treatment [6–13].
Nuclear structures can vary from spherical mean-field
properties, over collective deformations and a variety of
other correlations, to bound nuclear clusters each in (al-
most) inert subsystems [7, 14–16]. Very crudely, we can
say that nuclei around beta-stability are fairly well de-
scribed by self-consistent mean-field calculations while
approach to the nucleon driplines produces two- and
three-body halo structures [17, 18]. For excited states
at energies close to threshold for cluster separation, the
corresponding clusterization is strongly favored [19].
If the clusters, in addition to weak binding, have a suf-
ficiently large s-wave scattering length, the formation of
the much coveted Efimov states is theoretically possible
[20–24]. Many different nuclei have been proposed as vi-
able candidates for the formation of nuclear Efimov states
[22, 25, 26]. Most recently the neutron rich end of the
calcium isotope chain was suggested as a likely candidate
for Efimov physics [27].
For heavy systems traditional clusterized few-body
techniques seem problematic, as they tend to neglect the
internal structure of the clusters. In a newly designed
model the core with many nucleons is treated in a mean-
field approximation and the valence particles with few-
body techniques [28]. This model allows us to investigate
emergence of halo and Efimov states close to the neutron
dripline, using 72Ca as the test case. This choice is very
well suited for several reasons: mean-field computations
find that 70Ca is spherical closed shell dripline nucleus,
72Ca is mean-field unbound, but a stable borromean nu-
cleus in three-body calculations. The s-state near the
Fermi level provides optimal conditions for pronounced
halo structures and possibly Efimov states.
The purpose of the present letter is three-fold; (i) to
discuss the emergence of halos, (ii) examine the possible
existence of Efimov-states for realistic effective interac-
tions, and (iii) make a connection between short- and
large-distance quantum solutions.
Model ingredients. Our starting point is an A+ 2 nu-
cleon system viewed as a core with mass number A and
two valence nucleons. We assume two- and three-body
interactions, Vij and Vijk, acting between nucleons. Our
general Hamiltonian is
H =
A+2∑
i=1
Ti − Tcm +
A+2∑
i<j
Vij +
A∑
i<j<k
Vijk + V3b, (1)
where Ti and Tcm are kinetic energy operators for the i
′th
nucleon and the total A+ 2 system respectively, and V3b
is the three-body interaction between the valence neu-
trons and the core particles. Central to our method is
the choice of Hilbert space and the corresponding inter-
actions. We shall use Skyrme forces and wave functions
of the form
Ψ = A (Φc(r1, · · · , rA)Φv(rv1 , rv2)) , (2)
where Φc is the Slater determinant of core nucleons with
spin and space coordinates, (r1, · · · , rA), Φv is the three-
body wave function with nucleon-core relative coordi-
nates, (rv1 , rv2), and A is anti-symmetrization operator.
Equation (2) clearly exhibits how we combine mean-
field treatment of the core nucleons with few-body treat-
ment of the two relative degrees of freedom. We em-
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2phasize that the effective interactions determining Φc de-
pends on Φv and vice versa. The equations for the lowest
energy solution is obtained by varying the wave function,
Ψ, over the allowed Hilbert space, that is
δ〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
δΦ∗c
=
δ〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
δΦ∗v
= 0 , (3)
where both Φc and Φv must be normalized throughout
the variation. The resulting coupled Hartree-Fock and
three-body equations determine the two wave functions
and subsequently the energy.
The three-body equation is solved using the hyper-
spherical adiabatic expansion method [20]. We exclude
the core-occupied Pauli forbidden states either by re-
moval of the associated hyperspheric states or by using
phase equivalent potentials [29]. The final step is solving
a coupled set of hyper-radial equations where the sim-
plest, but still realistic version of the hyperradial equa-
tions for extreme halos, can be written as(
− ∂
2
∂ρ2
− ξ
2(ρ) + 1/4
ρ2
+ vshort(ρ)− ˜
)
f(ρ) = 0 , (4)
where ρ is the hyperradius [20], f(ρ) is the dominating
radial wave function, and vshort(ρ) and ˜ are reduced
short-range interaction and three-body energy. The pa-
rameter, ξ(ρ), is obtained from solving the angular part
of the three-body equations. For at least very large s-
wave scattering lengths ξ is constant over a substantial
ρ-interval, where Efimov states might exist. Energies and
mean square radii of neighboring solutions are related
through the scaling, s2 = exp(2pi/ξ). The ρ-dependence
of this parameter is then of crucial importance for occur-
rence of halos and existence of Efimov states.
Why 72Ca (70Ca+n+n). The ideal system of choice is
a spherical, closed shell, dripline nucleus. Our mean-field
calculations with the SLy4 parametrization [30] predict
that 70Ca is bound while 72Ca is unbound. This is in
general agreement with other mean-field calculations of
various types [19, 31]. However, 72Ca (70Ca+n+n) is
bound in a three-body calculation where the two-body
subsystems are unbound. Thus, 72Ca is a borromean
nucleus at the neutron dripline within our model and a
perfect test case for the method where the core is treated
by the mean-field method.
Seeing that Skyrme interaction parameters are mainly
fitted to the properties of experimentally well-known nu-
clei, it is not surprising that the predictions of the various
Skyrme parametrizations differ when dealing with exotic
nuclei. This is particularly true for the prediction of the
neutron-dripline isotopes that may change significantly
depending on the interaction. For Ca isotopes one finds
neutron driplines ranging from A=68-76 [19].
A coupled cluster model instead predicts the neutron
dripline to be at 60Ca [27]. The difference is apparently
that the g9/2-level is much higher in these calculations,
and the s1/2-level is the first unoccupied level in
60Ca.
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Figure 1: The s-wave n-core scattering length, a, (red,
solid) as function of the scaling of the Skyrme-parameters,
S. The virtual energy of s1/2 (blue, dashed) is calculated
as ~2/(2µa2), where µ is the reduced mass, while the energy
of the d5/2 (blue, dotted) is obtained from the correspond-
ing invariant mass spectrum, when it is unbound, and from a
two-body calculation, when bound.
The three-body part with our method would be similar
for both 62Ca and 72Ca, deviating only by the piece of
the neutron-core interaction arising from the filled g9/2-
levels. The essential s1/2-level is unoccupied in both
models. Therefore, the discussion about appearance of
halos and Efimov states would be the same. The proxim-
ity of the dripline is the decisive property, since approx-
imate neutron-core decoupling, along with weak bind-
ing and large spatial extension, is then most likely. We
shall vary the interactions and investigate the emergence
of halo structures and the possible existence of Efimov
states. Specifically, the global Skyrme parameters, usu-
ally denoted t{0−3}, are scaled, such that ti → Sti.
Basic two-body properties. We want to study how
cluster structure emerges when neutrons are added and
the dripline approached. To be practical we simulate
the dripline approach by continuous scaling of the inter-
action for the same number of nucleons. The globally
determined Skyrme parameters have in any case to be
fine-tuned to be appropriate for specific nuclear regions.
The crucial quantity for appearance of halos and Efi-
mov states is the n-core s-wave interaction which must
have a bound, virtual, or resonance state close to zero
binding. The present mean-field plus three-body method
folds this two-body interaction with the calculated core
structure. The resulting neutron-core scattering length,
a, is shown for 70Ca + n in fig. 1 as function of the over-
all scaling of the Skyrme parameters. The threshold for
s-wave binding, |a| =∞, is reached when the Skyrme pa-
rameters are increased by a factor of S = 1.201. The esti-
mated energy of the related virtual s-state is also shown
as a measure of the distance from the threshold. The
significant variation in the scattering length takes place
when the virtual energy is less than about 300 keV.
Scaling the Skyrme parameters shifts all single-particle
energies, and in particular the d5/2 neutron level located
immediately above the Fermi surface of 70Ca. This state
becomes bound for S = 1.17 as seen in fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Rms distances as functions of the three-body en-
ergy, E3b. The two-body systems distances are valence n-n
〈r2n,n〉1/2 (solid), valence n-core 〈r2c,n〉1/2 (dashed), and core
n-n 〈r2c,c〉1/2 (dotted) radius for three different S-values.
Two-neutron halos. Halo structures are characterized
by very small binding energy and large radius which can
be achieved most easily with high neutron occupancy of
valence s-waves. Scaling the Skyrme interaction or vary-
ing the three-body potential can both change the struc-
ture from confined to spatially extended two-neutron halo
configuration. One complication in the present example
is that the short-distance ground state configuration is
dominated by n-core d-waves. Only the large-distance
tail outside the d-wave centrifugal barrier is then ex-
pected to be s-wave dominated.
The simplest descriptive structure properties, related
to spatial extension, are average distances. In fig. 2 we
exhibit rms radii as function of the three-body energy be-
low two-body threshold, obtained by adjusting the three-
body potential, for three different values of S.
The average distance between valence particles (solid
curves) for relatively large binding energy is substantially
larger than the corresponding average distances between
the nucleons inside the core (dotted curves). This dif-
ference reflects that the two neutrons are located at the
top of the Fermi sea or at the surface of the nucleus.
The separation of the valence neutrons is larger than the
core radius, ∼ 5 fm, indicating a tendency to be located
on opposite sides of the core. Decreasing the binding
energy towards zero leaves the n-n distances inside the
core unchanged while the valence neutrons move away.
Halo configurations emerge clearly for the two borromean
cases (red and blue curves) around a two-neutron binding
of 100 keV where the valence neutron distance increases
rather abruptly.
The third case with S = 1.20 in fig. 2 would produce a
bound two-body d5/2-state with an energy approached by
the adiabatic potential at large distance. Decreasing the
binding energy towards zero with respect to this thresh-
old populates d-waves and the rms radii remain finite as
the d-waves prohibit spatially extended halo configura-
tions. This fact shows that the appearance of the halo
structure when approaching the dripline is not an inher-
ent characteristic of the method, but a phenomenon that
requires some particular conditions accounted for by the
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Figure 3: The partial wave contributions from s- (red) and d-
waves (blue) for n-core as functions of hyperradius for S = 1.0
(left), and S = 1.17 (right). Full and dashed lines indicate a
three-body energy of −1.5 MeV and 0.00 MeV, respectively.
The total contribution after integration over ρ is also given.
method itself.
The variation of s- and d-wave contributions can be
seen in fig. 3 as functions of ρ, with S = 1.0 (left) and
S = 1.17 (right). The three-body interaction is adjusted
to give the quoted binding energies. The partial wave
decomposition in fig. 3 reveals that the s-wave tails (red
curves) strongly increase with decreasing binding energy.
The s-wave content is determined by the contributing
lowest-lying adiabatic potentials, which in turn inherit
the character of the lowest-lying n-core single-particle
structure. As a result the s-wave contribution is smaller
for the scaled Skyrme interaction where the d-wave en-
ergy is closer to zero. Thus, the large-distance tails of the
wave functions may change characteristics by fine-tuning
the Skyrme interaction.
The traditional two-fold criteria for the formation of
halos is a very weakly bound two-body s- (or possibly
p-) state. From fig. 2 we see how a weak binding, in the
present nuclear case less than about 100 keV, leads to an
extended state. However, the second part of the condi-
tion is seen to be more complicated from fig. 3, where
even a state with a dominating d-wave can lead to an ex-
tended halo structure provided a slight s-wave tail exists.
The above discussion about halo formation in ground
states must be supplemented by the possibility of halos
as excited states. By definition these states are less stable
and often very fragile. The decisive properties are still
small binding energy and dominating s-wave structure.
States built on the second adiabatic potential are then
tempting to study, since they are dominated by s-waves.
Unfortunately, the d5/2-state is then bound and excited
three-body states built on the second adiabatic poten-
tial are discrete states on top of the two-body continuum
from the first adiabatic potential. The states are there-
fore much more difficult to calculate, but still well defined
and possible to obtain as demonstrated in fig. 4. There is
an overall similarity to the ground state results in fig. 2,
except that all radii are now larger. There is, however,
a significant qualitative difference for S = 1.20. Instead
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Figure 4: The same as fig. 2, on a logarithmic scale, for the
first excited three-body state with S = 1.0 (red) or S = 1.20
(orange).
of remaining finite at threshold the valence related radii
both increase enormously over the last 50 keV.
Efimov states. This fast increase in size discussed in
the previous section is the build up of a halo, or theo-
retically the beginning of an Efimov state. In contrast
to halos, for an Efimov state to appear it is not suffi-
cient to have a small two-neutron separation energy. A
very large s-wave scattering length, a, is also required,
which is mathematically known to produce an 1/ρ2 po-
tential of the form in Eq. (4) with ξ2 > 0 and constant
for distances much smaller than a. The convergence is
extremely slow and only reached when ρ is several orders
of magnitude smaller than a, but still much larger than
the light-light scattering length, which here is roughly
20 fm. This can only be achieved when a is larger than
∼ 1000 × 20 = 20000 fm, which is very unrealistic for
nuclei.
But let us assume the precursor of the Efimov series
is obtained with a modest size of at least the range of
the core potential, r0. The Efimov scaling, s, then pre-
dicts the radius of the next state to be s times larger.
We find s ' 15 [18, 22, 33] from an assumption of three
simultaneously large scattering lengths. This assump-
tion is inherently true for zero-range models. However,
this assumes that the neutron-neutron scattering length
is much larger than both r0 [18, 33], and the size, sr0, of
the first Efimov state. Since the neutron-neutron scat-
tering length is around 20 fm this state extends into the
region of only two large scattering lengths. In this case,
the scaling is determined by (see Ref. [22])
ξ cosh(ξpi/2) sin(2φ) = 2 sinh(ξ(i/2− φ)), (5)
with φ = arctan(
√
(mc(mc + 2mn)/mn), where mc and
mn are the core and neutron masses. For
72Ca this results
in ξ ' 0.01035 which leads to an absurdly large scaling
of s ∼ 10131.
Clearly there is no room for an Efimov state with these
scaling properties, but this does not mean that no excited
bound state can occur for a moderate scattering length
of 300 fm. The structure of the largest state in fig. 4
is a “two-body” halo state in the hyperspherical coordi-
nate describing the s-wave dominated adiabatic poten-
tial. Clearly it is located at a distance outside the scat-
tering length, that is in the “classically forbidden” region
in these coordinates. Consequently, this state does not
scale as an Efimov state, even though it still can be char-
acterized as an enormous halo state. This discussion is
very general and applies to all nuclei, including the some-
times proposed ”nuclear Efimov candidates” such as 62Ca
[27] where ξ ' 0.01205 and s ∼ 10113, and also 11Li [22]
where ξ ' 0.07382 results in a scaling of s ∼ 1016, which
is less extreme, but still enormous.
It is not surprising that Efimov states cannot appear,
with a reasonable scaling, given that the system neces-
sarily consists of one heavy and two light clusters with
a relative small scattering length. A series expansion of
Eq. (5) leads to
|ξ| ≈ 4mlight√
3pimheavy
. (6)
The exponential dependence on mass ratio effectively ex-
cludes the possibility of nuclear Efimov states.
Measurement interpretation. The final state, single-
particle energy distribution is to a large extent dictated
by the scattering lengths [23]. The single-particle energy
distributions are also the simplest non-trivial observables
to investigate, where a pertinent question is which in-
formation can be extracted from such a measurement.
This can also be formulated by asking which path did
the particles take before reaching the detectors, and per-
haps even what was the decaying bulk structure located
at small distances. This formulation is usually not mean-
ingful in quantum mechanics where we have to be satis-
fied with a probability description for each path and ini-
tial state. However, the calculated wave function relates
the observable large- and short-distance bulk properties.
In fig. 5 the single-particle energy distributions [34, 35]
are seen for a halo state with a total three-body energy
at or very slightly above zero. This is shown for S = 1.0,
corresponding to the last point on the red curve in fig. 2,
and for S = 1.17, corresponding to the last point on
the blue curve. In both cases the probability at around
ρ = 5 fm shows an oscillating distribution with three
peaks. As ρ increases these oscillations are smoothed out
and the observable energy distributions appear at large
distances. For S = 1.0 the neutrons have an extended
flat symmetric peak at half the maximum energy. This
corresponds to a configuration with both the two neu-
trons moving away from the core. The pattern is typical
for decay directly into the continuum without an inter-
mediate stepping stone as in sequential decay.
For S = 1.17 the initial configuration is very simi-
lar, but it evolves radically differently. From the three
peak structure it transitions into a structure with one
of the neutrons close to the core, while the other moves
away, as encouraged by a d5/2-level close to zero energy.
This structure is then a signal of dominating two-body
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Figure 5: The single-particle energy distributions for the neu-
tron at ρ = 5, 30, 70, and 80 fm, for S = 1.0 (left) and
S = 1.17 (right). Schematic illustrations of the large distance
configurations are also included.
attractions between the unequal particles. Such distribu-
tions are typical for sequential decay via the resonance
or bound state of the subsystem; here the n-core d-state.
As seen the detectable large-distance distribution can
be completely different from the short-distance proper-
ties. The s-wave dominance at large distance is necessary
to produce a halo configuration, while other partial waves
may be present in the short-distance bulk part. Thus, to
learn about the short-distance structure we have to ex-
ploit other observables or be content with theoretically
tracing the evolution of the wave function.
Conclusion. A new method is applied to investigate
how nuclear halos are formed by clusterization from a
mean-field background of bound nucleons. The existence
of a slight, long-distance, s-wave tail is found to be suffi-
cient for the formation of halos even when dominated by
other spatially confined states. Strong evidence that Efi-
mov states cannot exist in nuclei for one heavy and two
light particles is provided. Finally, we show how large-
distance observables can differ qualitatively from bulk
properties at small distances, and how the evolution of
the wave function can be traced.
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